
NOVICE PERMIT / RACE LOG 
 

ISSUED TO:______________________________________   PERMIT # __________ 

 

CAR # ________   CLASS ___________    COLOR _______________ 

 

DRIVER’S AGE _____________     DATE OF PHYSICAL _______________________ 

 

HVR ASSIGNED INSTRUCTOR __________________________________________ 

HVR Licensing Process  

To qualify for a HVR endorsed license, members must: 

• Be at least 16 years of age 

• Complete an HVR-approved racing school 

- Any vintage racing school hosted by a VMC club 

- NASA Competition School 

- Hallett Racing School 

- Skip Barber 

- Bondurant 

• Following completion of HVR-approved racing school, the applicant will be declared a Novice Vintage Racer 

• As a Novice, applicants: 

- Will be issued a copy of The Ace Factor, the definitive gospel of Vintage Racing  

- Will be assigned an HVR instructor and brief/debrief each race for learning opportunities 

- Will affix an “X” of at least 10” after their car numbers for the duration of their Novice period 

- Complete 7 incident free races in the Novice Category with HVR in a one-year period (unless waived by 

HVR Licensing Officer).  Racing in events with other VMC sanctioned clubs as a Novice are encouraged, 

but only HVR sanctioned races will count towards the 7 required for an HVR endorsement of the VMC 

license  

 

After completion of the above steps and the car is approved as a properly prepared period vintage car per HVR Rules, 

applicant will electronically submit the following to the HVR Licensing Officer at kbarnettfarms@yahoo.com 

§ Completed HVR License Form  

§ Completed HVR Medical Form 

§ An electronic photograph of yourself and your car   
 

Upon receipt of the documents above, the HVR Licensing Officer will review the applicant’s qualifications and endorse 

the application for HVR, or recommend additional steps to complete the licensing process. The competition license will 

then be issued by the HVR secretary and sent directly to the driver electronically. The expiration date will be based on 

the date of the doctor’s signature on the medical form, and the driver’s age. 



DRIVER SCHOOL ATTENDED 

HOSTED BY: ____________________ DATE: __________  LOCATION: _______________ 

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS:  _________________________________________________ 

             ________________________________________________________________________ 

 INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION: _______________________________________________ 

 

RACE EXPERIENCE 

RACE 1 

DATE:________________ LOCATION: _____________ ___EVENT: __________________ 

___ COMPLETED (no incidents or infractions)    INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD INITIALS ______ 

INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD COMMENTS _________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

RACE 2 

DATE:________________ LOCATION: _____________ ___EVENT: __________________ 

___ COMPLETED (no incidents or infractions)    INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD INITIALS ______ 

INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD COMMENTS _________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

RACE 3 

DATE:________________ LOCATION: _____________ ___EVENT: __________________ 

___ COMPLETED (no incidents or infractions)    INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD INITIALS ______ 

INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD COMMENTS _________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

RACE 4 

DATE:________________ LOCATION: _____________ ___EVENT: __________________ 

___ COMPLETED (no incidents or infractions)    INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD INITIALS ______ 

INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD COMMENTS _________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 



RACE 5 

DATE:________________ LOCATION: _____________ ___EVENT: __________________ 

___ COMPLETED (no incidents or infractions)    INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD INITIALS ______ 

INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD COMMENTS _________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

RACE 6 

DATE:________________ LOCATION: _____________ ___EVENT: __________________ 

___ COMPLETED (no incidents or infractions)    INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD INITIALS ______ 

INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD COMMENTS _________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

RACE 7 

DATE:________________ LOCATION: _____________ ___EVENT: __________________ 

___ COMPLETED (no incidents or infractions)    INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD INITIALS ______ 

INSTRUCTOR/STEWARD COMMENTS _________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

 

 


